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Jiaowaizong [2006] Number 5
Education Departments (Education
Commissions) of Every Province,
Autonomous Region and Municipality
Directly Under the Central Government:
Since promulgation and implementation of
the Regulations on Chinese-Foreign
Cooperation in Running Schools, and under
the direction of the policies of opening wider
to the outside world, running schools in an
orderly way, exercising administration
according to law and promoting
development, Chinese-foreign cooperation in
running schools has gradually been put on a
path to orderly development. To further
stimulate the steady, healthy development of
Chinese-foreign cooperation in running
schools, we put forth the following opinions
regarding outstanding issues in Chineseforeign cooperation in running schools:
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1. Insist on the principle that Chineseforeign cooperation in running schools be
public interest in nature.
Education is a lofty, public-interest
undertaking whose basic goal is the
cultivation of human talent. Educational
service is not trade in goods, nor is it
equivalent to trade in typical services. The
aim and nature of Chinese-foreign
cooperation in running schools must be
correctly grasped. The implementation of
random fees or high fees under the guise of
Chinese-foreign cooperation in running
schools is strictly prohibited; tendencies
towards the industrialization [sic] of
education shall be guarded against.
2. Insist on running schools in accordance
with law and orderly administration.
Political sensibilities shall be strengthened;
consciousness about educational sovereignty
firmly established and national security
protected; social stability and orderly
educational routines shall also be
strengthened. The legal rights of Chinese and
foreign parties who cooperate in running
schools, Chinese-foreign cooperative
educational institutions, faculty members and
students shall be protected in accordance
with law. In the process of developing
Chinese-foreign cooperation in running
schools, attention shall be paid to
strengthening the leading position of the
Chinese educational institution and
adamantly carrying out national educational
policies.
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3. Insist on absorbing excellent
educational resources; strengthen the
capacity-building orientation of policy.
The development of Chinese-foreign
educational cooperation shall be tightly
aligned with national and local human
resource needs for economic development
and the needs of building up schools and
departments. In areas of urgent national need,
weakness or emptiness, educational
cooperation with high-level foreign
universities and distinguished departments is
encouraged. Gradually, Chinese-foreign
educational cooperation shall be led to
middle and western regions. Chinese
educational intuitions should develop
Chinese-foreign educational cooperation in
accordance with their individual position and
goals; they should guard against
phenomenon of blind comparisons, rushing
headlong into mass action and repetition of
low-level [achievement]. National key
universities shall be even more attentive to
selecting good partners, models and areas for
cooperation in order to raise their overall
level and ability for comprehensive service.
4. Strengthen quality control in Chineseforeign educational cooperation.
Matters to be presently stressed are the
inspection and control of quality in Chineseforeign cooperation in the higher education
sector, the protection of the reputations of
parties involved in Chinese-foreign
educational cooperation, and assiduous,
attentive effort with respect to the following
items:
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1.

(1) Strengthen administration of student
recruitment and enrollment.
Chinese-foreign cooperative educational
institutions and programs that offer higher
education should be added to the nationallypromulgated recruitment plan for higher
education institutions and recruits students
within the scope of the institution’s annual
recruitment [allotment] and in accordance
with the catalog of majors; moreover, they
must satisfy the respective locality’s
requirements for that batch [of students]. If a
particular batch cannot accommodate that
period’s recruiting plan, transfer to the
subsequent batch is not permissible.
[Recruitment and enrollment] of graduatelevel students should comply with national
regulations and procedures for the enrollment
of graduate students For Chinese-foreign
educational intuitions or projects that confer
foreign educational academic qualifications
and degrees, their enrollment standards
should not be lower than those of the foreign
institution in its home country.
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2.

(2) Strengthen administration over the
training process.
For Chinese-foreign cooperative educational
intuitions and projects offering bachelor's
degrees or above, the formulation and
implementation of their educational and
instructional plans, training programs, and
time requirements should comply with
national and other relevant regulations, and
special major codes shall be established for
their undergraduate majors. Chinese-foreign
cooperative educational intuitions and
projects that offer foreign bachelor's degrees
or above shall not lower the standards and
academic requirements of a foreign
educational institution in its home country
when formulating joint educational plans or
training arrangements, curricula or
educational content. For those Chineseforeign cooperative educational intuitions or
projects that simultaneously offer Chinese
and foreign degrees, their training goals,
requirements, curricula, instructional content,
etc., should meet both sides' academic
requirements. Particularly for those Chineseforeign cooperative educational intuitions or
projects offering curricula for foreign
master's degrees, there shall be strict
administration and quality assurance for each
part of the training process.
(3) Strengthen planning and policy direction
over subjects and major.

3.

In researching and formulating a guidance
catalog for subjects for Chinese-foreign
educational cooperation, subjects and majors
shall be explicitly [classified as] encouraged,
permitted, restricted or prohibited by the
nation.
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4.

(4) Strengthen administration over the
issuance of academic certifications.
For Chinese-foreign cooperative educational
institutions and projects that issue highereducation academic credentials, those that
issue certification of Chinese academic
credentials or degrees should do so in strict
compliance with the requirements of relevant
national regulations; when Chinese-foreign
cooperative educational institutions and
projects issue bachelor’s degrees or higher
from a foreign educational institution, the
Chinese educational intuition should
possesses qualifications to confer educational
credentials and degrees of the same level.
Foreign educational intuitions issuing
academic degrees shall abide by the principle
of those degrees being fully authentic and
effective. They shall be identical to the
degrees offered in the foreign intuition’s
home country and be recognized in that
country.
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5. Strengthen administration over
Chinese-foreign educational cooperation
projects using the “two campus” model.
Chinese-foreign educational projects should
conduct all or substantially all teaching and
educational programs within the Chinese
educational institution. When a "two
campus" model of educational cooperation is
indeed required, a permit should be obtained
in compliance with law. In implementing this
type of program, the Chinese educational
institution should increase its capacity to
absorb foreign educational resources and
rigorously evaluate the curricula of foreign
educational institutions, particularly curricula
that are substituted for Chinese curricula for
academic credentials. The foreign curricula
and core courses of a major that are absorbed
from abroad shall comprise a third or more of
the entire core curriculum of the Chineseforeign educational program. Faculty from
the foreign instruction should be responsible
for a third or more of the courses and
classroom hours for the core curriculum in a
major. Faculty hired internationally in the
name of a foreign educational intuitions [for
the Chinese-foreign cooperative project]
shall be of a level approved by both the
Chinese and foreign educational intuitions.
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6. Strengthen administration of fees in
Chinese-foreign educational cooperation.
When establishing and operating Chineseforeign educational institutions or programs
the cooperating parties should invest an
appropriate amount in running the
educational program. The cooperating parties
should conscientiously and reasonably assess
the average per-student development cost of
the Chinese-foreign cooperative educational
institution or program, and, in accordance
with the principle of recovering costs,
petition the relevant government department
to confirm, in accordance with the principle
of government price-fixing, the items for
which fees will be charged and the standards
for those fees. In setting standards for fees,
thorough account should be taken of the level
of local economic and social development
and what educational recipients can bear.
Attention should also be given to preserving
an appropriate balance between public and
private education. For student exchange
activities in the form of mutually-recognized
academic credit, for the period of study
within China fees should accord with the
normal practice of Chinese higher education
institutions concerning items for which fees
are assessed and the standards for those fees.
Prior to promulgation of a unified national
policy, each locality shall conscientiously
administrate fees for Chinese-foreign
educational cooperation in accordance with
current administrative measures.
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Chinese-foreign cooperation in running
schools is a component of China's
educational sector. The educational
administrative departments of every locality
shall earnestly research new circumstances
and issues arising in the process of Chineseforeign cooperation in running schools,
ceaselessly enrich and perfect the legal and
policy environment, strengthen coordinated
planning for Chinese-foreign cooperation in
running schools within that administrative
district, synthesize adjustments and macroadministration, ensure Chinese-foreign
cooperation in running schools promotes
China's educational development and reform,
and strengthen service for [increasing the]
international competitiveness of Chinese
education.
February 7, 2006
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